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ABOUT REVEL GEAR

REVELGEAR.COM

REVEL GEAR™ is a philanthropic outdoor lifestyle
brand based out of Boulder, Colorado. Our mission is
simple: Do Good. Have Fun.™

ABOUT REVEL GEAR

We hold the radical belief that doing business with
integrity has the power to change the world. That’s
why we are dedicated to making kick-ass outdoor
products that enable our customers to do good for
others, while helping them do what they were born to
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do: REVEL.

AS SEEN ON

Successfully funded! Awarded “Projects We Love” by Kickstarter.
837 backers pledged $108,439 to help bring this project to life.

“This solar + battery + LED light combo aims to be
the future of portable light & power.”

AS SEEN ON

“Built by adventurers, for adventurers, the
REVEL LIGHT and Night Owl Solar Pack are a modern
camping essential.”

Emerging Gear: Outdoor Products This Week
“A fun take on campsite illumination.”

solar-powered light that is lightweight, waterproof,
and versatile, making it the perfect addition for all
outdoor activities.”
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“The REVEL LIGHT, is a cutting-edge

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

THE REVEL LIGHT™

THE REVEL LIGHT™

THE REVEL LIGHT™

REVELGEAR.COM

THE REVEL LIGHT™
The REVEL LIGHT is the world’s longest USB-powered

The REVEL LIGHT easily fits into the palm of

camping light. Built by adventurers, for adventurers,

your hand and provides lightweight, waterproof,

the REVEL LIGHT utilizes a proprietary storage system

snowproof, and nature-proof mood lighting for your

that neatly stores 100 high-efficiency LEDs across

wildest adventures or next backyard BBQ. There truly

a 30 foot insulated wire. It was designed to make

is no better way to light a campsite than with the

setup and teardown a cinch - a concept lost on those

REVEL LIGHT. This new gadget will hit the shelves in

beloved Christmas lights you hang above your tent.

Spring, 2017.

perfect mood, or crank them back in when it’s time to
hit the road.
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Within seconds, you can unspool your lights to set the

ABOUT REVEL GEAR

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
-BUILT-IN DIMMER SWITCH

The REVEL LIGHT pulls

-INTERCHANGEABLE COLOR SPOOLS

roughly 2,000mAh of power

-8 AWESOME COLOR OPTIONS

over a 14 hour period. When

-350 LUMENS OF LIGHT

paired with the Night Owl™

-BUILT-IN MULTI-TOOL INCLUDES:

Solar Pack, one full charge

----BOTTLE OPENER

will provide multiple

----CAN OPENER

nights of light.

----2 SCREWDRIVERS
----2 HEX SOCKETS
-BUILT-IN FIRE STARTER WITH
REPLACEABLE FLINT

NIGHT OWL™ SOLAR PACK

NIGHT OWL™ SOLAR PACK

NIGHT OWL™ SOLAR PACK

REVELGEAR.COM

NIGHT OWL™ SOLAR PACK
The Night Owl™ Solar Pack is an industry leading

The Night Owl converts solar energy into stored

10,000mAh solar power bank that allows you to

energy, meaning you can use its power wherever,

charge your USB devices from an on-board battery.

whenever you need it, even at night. The unit’s

The Night Owl was designed to be super compact. Its

two USB charging ports allow you to juice up your

four solar panels provide 6W of solar input, and easily

smartphone, cameras, speakers, GPS and other travel

fold down to the size of your smartphone.

essentials while on the go.
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ABOUT REVEL GEAR

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- 10,000 mAh BATTERY (5 CELL PHONE CHARGES)
- 6W SOLAR PANELS
- 2 USB PORTS (5V1A, 5V2A)
- FOLD FLAT DESIGN (A LITTLE THICKER THAN YOUR SMARTPHONE)
- RUGGED STORAGE CASE EQUIPPED WITH:
---- CARABINER
---- 4 PARACORD ATTACHMENT POINTS

HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKS

DOING GOOD HAS NEVER BEEN SO FUN

Through our “You share, We share” Giving Program,
each purchase of a REVEL GEAR product gives our
customers the opportunity to pay-it-forward to a
person in need.

We simply ask everyone to show us how they
REVEL in the outdoors with our products by tagging
#REVELGEAR on social media. In exchange, we
donate a solar-powered light to a person in a
developing country.

YOU SHARE

WE SHARE

A PHOTO

A LIGHT

SOCIAL IMPACT

SOCIAL IMPACT
We have partnered with the Colorado Coalition for
African Empowerment to ensure a strong platform
for our Giving Program to take its roots. With their
support, we now have access to their network of
nonprofits covering 91 schools in 20 African countries.
Our goal is to light 1 Million lives, while providing an
effective solution to the issues of energy poverty and
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economic infrastructure in developing countries.

COPY POINTS BY CATEGORY

SAMPLE COPY FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
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COPY POINTS BY CATEGORY

REVELGEAR.COM

SAMPLE COPY FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
“Take camping under the stars to a whole new level

“Power your adventures with travel-friendly solar

with #REVELGEAR’s new product!”

power and festive outdoor light with #REVELGEAR’s
newest products!”

“Modern day camping doesn’t mean you have to live
“Check out every green-geek’s favorite new gadget

portable power and light!

from #REVELGEAR!”

“Upgrade your gear game with #REVELGEAR’s solar-

“This solar + battery + LED light combo aims to be the

powered camping lights and portable

future of portable light & power.”

solar pack!”

Via @Treehugger
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in the dark. Check out #REVELGEAR’s new solution for

COPY POINTS BY CATEGORY

REVELGEAR.COM

LINKS, LOGOS, & VIDEOS

LOGOS:

VIDEOS:

PHOTOS:

IMPORTANT LINKS DOC:
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ABOUT REVEL GEAR

OUR VIDEOS
REVEL LIGHT DEMO | WINTER 2016-17

REVEL GEAR™ | REVEL LIGHT™ & NIGHT OWL™
SOLAR PACK ANIMATION

CONTACT

REVELGEAR.COM

Brian Plavnicky, Founder & Chief Lighting Officer
brian@revelgear.com - 858-922-7668 (cell)
Kody Harlin, Co-Founder & Director of Marketing

CONTACT

kody@revelgear.com - 720-460-1644 (cell)
General Email: info@revelgear.com
Office Line: 720-460-1490
@REVELGEAR
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CONTACT

REVELGEAR.COM

We trust your readers will find our products and our

THANK YOU

mission as exciting as we do. We appreciate your time
and consideration in picking up this story. If you have
specific needs, please reach out to us:
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